Abstract. We present a systematic method for evaluation of perturbation observables in non-canonical single-field inflation models within the slow-roll approximation, which allied with field redefinitions enables predictions to be established for a wide range of models. We use this to investigate various non-canonical inflation models, including Tachyon inflation and DBI inflation. The Lambert W function will be used extensively in our method for the evaluation of observables. In the Tachyon case, in the slow-roll approximation the model can be approximated by a canonical field with a redefined potential, which yields predictions in better agreement with observations than the canonical equivalents. For DBI inflation models we consider contributions from both the scalar potential and the warp geometry. In the case of a quartic potential, we find a formula for the observables under both non-relativistic (sound speed c 2 s ∼ 1) and relativistic behaviour (c 2 s 1) of the scalar DBI inflaton. For a quadratic potential we find two branches in the non-relativistic c 2 s ∼ 1 case, determined by the competition of model parameters, while for the relativistic case c 2 s → 0, we find consistency with results already in the literature. We present a comparison to the latest Planck satellite observations. Most of the non-canonical models we investigate, including the Tachyon, are better fits to data than canonical models with the same potential, but we find that DBI models in the slow-roll regime have difficulty in matching the data.
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Introduction
The slow-roll expansion has proven a powerful tool for calculating perturbation observables in inflationary cosmologies, and its likely applicability is now strongly supported by the observed near scale-invariance of scalar perturbations and the increasingly strong upper limits on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. In the case of canonically-normalized single-field models this formalism, first set down in Ref. [1] , readily generates results that can be set against observations such as the recent data compilations provided by the Planck Collaboration [2] . It results from an expansion in the Mukhanov equations [3] that describe scalar and tensor perturbations, which can be solved using Hankel functions. The formalism can be extended to higher order in the small slow-roll parameters [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ), and various non-slow-roll approaches exist such as the δN formalism [9] and the approaches of Refs. [10] [11] [12] , which are often useful in non-gaussianity investigations [13] . For the power spectra themselves, however, the simple slow-roll approach is typically valid.
There is ongoing interest in the possibility that inflation may be driven by a single field which does not possess a canonical kinetic term, usually referred to as k-inflation [14] , examples being the Tachyon and the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) field, or the Galileon inflation theories as discussed in Refs. [15] [16] [17] . This motivation is in large part theoretical, but additional observational impetus is being created due to the tightening upper limits on the tensor contribution, as even simple non-canonical models can shift predicted observables closer to scale invariance, e.g. Refs. [18] [19] [20] . The slow-roll formalism is readily extended to non-canonical single-field models [21] [22] [23] (see Ref. [24] for recent developments). However, for specific models the calculations necessary to determine the observables may be algebraically challenging.
In this article we propose a new systematic algorithm for carrying out these calculations, through a reframing of the evolution equations in a recursive form and use of field redefinitions to simplify the Lagrangians. We deploy it for a range of non-canonical models to generate theoretical predictions that we set against contemporary observations. The new algorithm will frequently involve the Lambert W function in order to evaluate desired observables such as the power spectrum and its index. The results from our algorithm give an interpretation of the numerical results, in particular the degeneracy of model parameters [18, 25] . The algorithm also provides another view on reconstructing the inflation model in respect of the observational data, such as those from Planck and future data from Euclid.
We begin by introducing the framework of the proposed algorithm in Section 3, and present the predictions for the power spectrum and its spectral index for various models. We implement the analytic methods in Section 4. We will discuss our results for some models in Section 5, then model parameter estimations are studied in Section 6 as the result of applying those techniques. We summarise in Section 7, including a few words on future exploration and possible applications of our algorithm.
The Models
The general Lagrangian for a single-field model with second-order field equation is an arbitrary function p(X, φ) of the scalar field φ and its kinetic energy X ≡ 1 2 ∂ µ φ∂ µ φ. In addition to the general case, in this paper we will consider four specific Lagrangians within this class:
1. Canonical field with potential V (φ):
where we add the coefficient B denoting the coupling strength of the kinetic energy, though traditionally it is set to 1.
2. Non-canonical inflation (NCI) model: This features an arbitrary power on the kinetic term and was studied in Refs. [18] [19] [20] 26] , the Lagrangian being
where n is a positive integer (equal to 1 in the canonical case).
3. Tachyon model: The Tachyon model was introduced in Refs. [27, 28] , and later studied in Refs. [29] [30] [31] [32] . Its Lagrangian is
where the warp factor λ s is a constant.
DBI inflation model: Its Lagrangian is given by
where we follow Ref. [33] and take the warp factor f (φ) λ s /φ 4 with λ s constant. Some authors, e.g. Ref. [34] , include an additional term 1/f (φ) to cancel the leadingorder term from expanding the square root. We have absorbed such a term into V (φ). Investigations of this model include Refs. [35, 36, 38] ; in particular Ref. [39] contains a detailed study of one particular regime of this model.
The sound speed is defined as 5) and one can show that for both non-canonical inflation models it is c s = 1 − 2f (φ)X, where the warp factor takes the unified form as f = f (φ). This factor is constant in Tachyon models, and a function of the scalar field in the DBI inflation models. We investigate the observables of interest, being the power spectrum P ζ , its spectral index n s , and the tensor-scalar ratio r, within the slow-roll approximation. Following Refs. [14, 21] (see also Refs. [36] and [37] for more precise computations of the spectra), these are given by
6) 8) where the various small parameters are defined by
In this paper, for each case we will focus on power-law potentials, either with general exponent m or the simplest cases V = 1 2 M 2 φ 2 and V = 1 4 λφ 4 . Also we take the reduced Planck mass M 2 Pl = 1 for convenience, for instance in the expression for P ζ .
We do not make an extensive discussion of non-gaussianity in this article, as the theory of non-gaussianity in these models is already well developed, and for instance has been applied to DBI models in the recent Planck analysis of Ref. [40] . It is well known that non-canonical models are a way of generating detectable non-gaussianity, of equilateral shape. But this by no means implies that typical non-canonical models do; it takes quite some effort to obtain a non-gaussianity parameter above unity. By contrast, if one analyses simple potentials and kinetic terms, as we do in this article, typically the non-gaussianity remains small due to slow-roll suppression. This is true of all but one of our models, the exception being the DBI in the relativistic case where the constraint has already been provided in Ref. [40] . Hence accurate calculations of the scalar and tensor power spectra, as provided here, are the only way to constrain these models at present.
The General Systematic Method
Here we propose a systematic method in the slow-roll regime to obtain and express the final solutions for observables, such as the power spectrum P ζ and spectral index n s , as a function of e-folds N .
General formula for the spectral index n s
We continue with the general Lagrangian L = p(φ, X), noting for later use that any field redefinition to a new field ϕ, that is a function of φ and whose kinetic energy density is X = 1 2 ∂ µ ϕ∂ µ ϕ, still leaves the Lagrangian as a general functionp(ϕ,X) and hence results in the same field equations in the new variables.
We write down the energy density of the universe, ρ, as usual [14, 21] 
The Friedmann equations are
where we continue to use the convention M 2 Pl = 1. We now define a variable u by
We will use Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and their derivatives to obtain the observables for the considered inflationary scenarios in the slow-roll regime. Eq. (3.2) gives the continuity equation
where indicates derivative w.r.t. the e-folds N , which as usual are counted backwards from the end of inflation. According to Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) we can write
This compact form suggests that typically = 1/u ∝ 1/2N , in view of dimensional analysis.
We wish to write the density of the Universe as 6) so that X andẊ will play the role of simplification in recursion relations for u and u , etc. This form is general but useful, since it indicates that the considered quantities, such as the power spectrum, are determined by the potential and a small parameter 1/u. The final result can be obtained by the perturbation method in terms of the small parameters coming from u and its derivatives (here , η, c s , s). Once we find the solution for the quantity u we can then obtain the potential via Eq. (3.5), where it is a first derivative w.r.t. the scalar field φ.
To find an expression for u without assuming a particular form of the Lagrangian, we differentiate Eq. (3.3) w.r.t. N to obtain
In deriving this equation, we have applied the relation 1/c 2 s = 1 + 2Xp ,XX /p ,X . Differentiating Eq. (3.5) w.r.t. N , 8) and the relation X =
Equation (3.9) can be used to eliminate the field-dependent terms, such as X /X and φ /φ, which are present in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8).
The quantity u has a clear meaning, namely
Once u is obtained, we will have an explicit relation between η and .
Exact formula for u(c s )
We now use Eq. (3.4) to reformulate Eq. (3.7) as,
Equation (3.11) is derived from the field equation without any assumptions or model specification. It is general and has a quite symmetric form, from which we can get some descriptive results by inserting or approximating Eq. (3.5). For example, qualitatively, if one approximates ρ ∼ V , then for the following two models we will have
• Canonical inflation This type of inflation model has Lagrangian L = X − V (φ). Then according to the equation above, we will have = 1/2N , and η = 2 = 1/N , due to
• Tachyon models The Lagrangian for this model is L = −V (φ) √ 1 − 2λ s X, where λ s is a constant. As in the analysis above, we find = const. due to, 
We also define a variable δ, 17) for later convenience. Assembling Eqs. (3.7), (3.9), (3.14), (3.16) , and (3.17) we eliminate Xp ,X , φ /φ and X /X, but we keep the sound speed c s as it can be related to the variable u. After some effort, we can obtain the final result for Eq. (3.7),
As we have noted in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13), the last term in the above equation can now be approximated and then the whole equation can be simplified and solved.
Predictions for two classes of models
Using Eq. (3.18) we consider some classes of inflation models. Unless explicitly stated, the following discussion will consider a monomial potential of the form V ∝ φ m . This will provide a constant δ = 1/2 − 1/m, independent of the field value itself.
Variable separable class
This class of inflation models includes two subclasses: Sum-Separable Models (SSMs) and Product-Separable Models (PSMs).
SSMs: Here we have separate terms for φ and X which are added together, for example L = BX n − Aφ m . 1 In this class, similarly to Eq. (3.12), we have the following useful relations 19) which can be substituted into Eq. (3.18). Then we can obtain a compact form, recovering the results we found for this model in Ref. [18] :
Solution for u: According to the equation above, the solution is explicitly obtained as
We have a model independent η according to Eqs. (3.10), (3.20) and (3.21), 22) under the linear assumption by considering only the leading-order small parameter, such as . We see that the parameter depends on the exponents m and n of the given model, while the parameter η does not.
Power spectrum P ζ , spectral index n s , and tensor-to-scalar ratio r: Now that we have obtained the solution for u expressed by Eq. (3.21), we can use Eqs. (3.14), (3.15) , and (3.20) to find the scalar potential V = Aφ m in terms of e-folds N . We recall that Eq. (3.14) gives the slow-roll prediction 23) and Eq. (3.15) gives ρ ρ
Finally we obtain the potential V as
Therefore we can now write down the power spectrum from Eq. (2.6) and its spectral index from the Eq. (2.7), PSMs: These take the form L = −K(X)V (φ) where both K(X), V (φ) > 0, the Tachyon being an example. We will still have the following relations, analogous to the case in Eq. (3.13),
which leads Eq. (3.18) to be,
Here we have an implicit function, the sound speed c 2 s = c 2 s (u). To get an explicit result for model observables, such as P ζ and n s − 1 via this differential equation (3.30), we first need to specify the particular form of c 2 s in terms of u. In general it is not straightforward to solve this equation due to the undetermined sound speed, but this is possible for the Tachyon Models as presented in Section 4.1.
A more general ansatz
Not all Lagrangians are sum or product separable, of course; the Tachyon is product-separable but the DBI case is neither. To set up formalism to deal with the latter, we consider the more general Lagrangian
This contains the SSM and PSM as special cases, respectively W constant and U ∝ W . In its conventional form, Eq. (2.4), the DBI model does not take this form, but we will show below that it can be written in this form via a field redefinition. Although we will not undertake a general study for the above ansatz, due to the complexity of the analysis, we will use the DBI case to illustrate our procedure on Lagrangians of this class.
Application of the Systematic Method to Two Models
Tachyon models
We now consider the Tachyon model given by Eq. (2.3) and apply Eq. (3.30) . At this point we don't have to impose any simplification since the Lagrangian already takes the productseparable form. However, we will implement a field-redefinition approach to rederive these results in a different way in Section 5.1.
For this type of model, the relation between u and the sound speed c s is
while the energy density ρ is
Then we can solve for u according to Eq. (3.30), which can be written as
3)
The solution for = 1/u is therefore
The solution can be inverted using the Lambert W function 2 so we will have,
[The Lambert function is not really necessary here, but we use this method as it is required in later parts of this article.] As µ is of order one, x 1 for any N of interest, which means that 1 will always hold. Then we can obtain the following relations
To find the power spectrum, we need to find the relation of φ to N . To achieve this, we combine Eq. (3.14) with Eqs. (3.29), (4.1), and (4.6) and find the potential V in terms of N and the model parameters A, λ s ,
According to Eq. (2.6) the scalar power spectrum is
The spectral index receives contributions from the last term and also from the time variation of the sound speed c s , but we will now see that the latter term does not contribute at lowest order in slow-roll. To check this, we need s which is
2 Two useful properties of the Lambert W function [41] are W (e) = 1 and its asymptotic behaviour for any real x ≥ e [42] ,
where L1 = ln x, L2 = ln ln x, L3 = L2/L1.
Combining with u from Eq. (3.18), we have
and therefore
The spectral index is then
Retaining only the lowest-order terms in slow-roll, as required for consistency as only those have been included throughout, we have the spectral index n s and r as
This indicates that the spectral index is always red tilted, n s < 1, in Tachyon models. The number of e-folds between observable perturbation generation and the end of inflation, usually taken to be N 50 [43] . So take an example for quadratic potential where m = 2, we will have n s = 0.97 and r = 0.08 at pivot N * = 50.
DBI inflation models
The DBI action, as already given in Eq. (2.4), is 16) where the sound speed c s = 1 − 2f (φ)X and the warp factor is f (φ) = λ s /φ 4 . If the last term V is zero the model reduces to the Tachyon model with a constant potential, but we are not interested in this case here; instead we are going to discuss a more general case in the following subsections.
Field redefinition
To proceed with our investigation using the method of the previous sections, and in view of simplifying the later calculations, we apply a field redefinition ϕ = 1/φ to the DBI action (2.4). A variant of this technique will also be used in studying the Tachyon model in Section 5. However, we will now focus on the current case, where the Lagrangian for DBI inflation with a potential V = Aφ m becomes
The notationX stands for the kinetic term after applying the field redefinition. With this new field definition, the DBI action falls in the class defined by Eq. (3.31).
The energy density ρ is
We have a sound speed (for later convenience, we use the same notation c s for sound speed instead ofc s ) which is of the same form as for the Tachyon. 
where the Hubble rate is
Also Eq. (4.21) suggests the same form as the Tachyon, if the potential V is constant.
Predictions for the quartic potential
In this section we will consider the quartic potential V = λ 4 φ 4 , which will provide a simple form of differential relation in Eq. (3.30) for u = 1/ and its first derivative. We can write
Unlike the case of Tachyon models, for the quartic potential model in DBI inflation we have a constant δ. We now have the approximate equation for relation (3.14),
Also, we can readily solve Eq. (4.25) so that we can write down the power spectrum P ζ and its spectral index n s . This is simplified because of the field redefinition, in contrast to the conventional treatment where one could not get a slow-roll solution for P ζ etc. According to Eq. (3.14) and Eqs. (4.21) and (4.25) we have 3
which then solves ϕ and the redefined warp factor W (ϕ),
Then we have P ζ as
Now we notice that there is another relation for in Eq. (4.24), so the above expression can be written in another equivalent form,
These formulae may be used interchangeably. Considering the two asymptotic limits for the sound speed c s = 0 or 1, either of the above leads to the prediction for the power spectrum.
In the limit c s ∼ 1, Eq. (4.28) straightforwardly indicates the leading dependence for P ζ of order 1/λ s 3 , while in the case c s → 0 we may use the second expression for the power spectrum P ζ by Eq. (4.29) . This alternative equation is more useful in some cases. For example, providing no knowledge about the model parameter degeneracy which is encoded in α, we cannot obtain good insight from Eq. (4.28) in the cases where the limits c s → 0 or α → 0 are approached. On the contrary, Eq. (4.29) will tell us the prediction in spite of c s or the degenerate combination α. And in the limit of c s ∼ 0, we will obtain the usual prediction for the power spectrum P ζ = 4/π 2 λ s 4 when the inflaton field moves relativistically in DBI inflation.
We would however like to go further in obtaining the expression for P ζ for the reason that in either of the expressions above, which have two or three small parameters, it remains unclear where the model degeneracies lie. Therefore, as in previous sections, we are going to find an expression for u in terms of e-folds N . To do this, following Eq. 
We turn to investigate the evolution equation (4.32) for the sound speed, whose evolution is very simple due to the field redefinition to ϕ-field space. We can solve the relation forX /X by using Eqs. (4.25), (4.30), and (4.31)
then we get the evolution equation for sound speed c s ,
The solution is obtained as follows
We are interested in the predictions in the different limits of the sound speed c 2 s , although we cannot explicitly invert the general results.
Non-relativistic case
It is not generally possible to invert the relation for and the e-folds N since α is an important parameter. Then we will not have the full expression for the scalar power spectrum. However, in the non-relativistic case the condition c 2 s ∼ 1 can be applied such that the latter terms are negligible. So we will have the approximate solution for 1/N . Then by this relation, we obtain the redefined scalar field ϕ,
Finally we have the scalar power spectrum by Eq. (2.6) as 4
Therefore we can obtain the spectral index
This relation can also be derived from the differential system. We can evaluate the two small parameters according to Eqs. (3.10), (4.30), and (4.32), 39) to obtain the spectral index which is then presented as, 40) in terms of and c s . From Eq. (4.40) we find that for a quartic potential the spectrum is always red tilted, since 2 + c 2 s > 0 is always satisfied regardless of the warp strength or the mass of the scalar field. Also if the DBI scalar field rolls asymptotically in the manner of a canonical field in which c 2 s → 1, then we have n s → 1 − 3/N * = 0.94 at N * = 50. This result is obviously recovered due to the canonical-like inflation with a quartic potential.
One should note that the relation in Eq. (4.40) does not require any limit for c s . It can also be applied when c 2 s 1, but if that is the case we should modify the value for 2/N . We will see this below. 4 To determine τ , we applied Eq. (3.15). It is a bit tricky to determine the constant τ in this case. This relation is for c 
Relativistic case
The behaviour of DBI inflaton can be relativistic, which corresponds to the limit c 2 s
1.
In this case, we can also use the method from this section. Unlike the case of c 2 s → 1 we only need to approximate ∼ 2/N . 5 Therefore, we can write down the relation for the redefined scalar field ϕ, the scalar power spectrum and its spectral index as follows
41) Since we can have slow-roll solutions for in each case, we can just substitute either solution to the power spectrum into Eq. (4.28) or Eq (4.29). Eventually we will have the predictions as above. We can see both predictions for the power spectrum for DBI inflation with quartic potential are valid. However, the first one (4.28) will reduce to the conventional canonical inflation with quartic potential in the non-relativistic limit, while Eq. (4.29) will give the prediction for it in the relativistic limit.
Comparison to Planck constraints
We have studied several models and derived their predictions within the slow-roll approximation. Now we present these predictions by visualising them against the latest constraints on inflation models compiled by the Planck collaboration [2] . The Planck+WP observational data favours a concave potential for viable canonical inflation models and limits the tensorto-scalar ratio below r = 0.11 at 95% confidence. In Figure 1 we can see that for canonical inflation models with the polynomial potential V ∝ φ m , the m = 3, 4 cases are ruled out by the observational requirements, while potentials with m = 2/3, 1, 4/3 and 2 are within 95% confidence, though at N * = 50 the quadratic potential (m = 2) lies outside the 95% confidence region [2] .
This plot shows two of our models. The first is the NCI model where the Lagrangian has the form L = BX 2 − V (φ), where both quadratic potential (red diamond) and quartic potential (green diamond) are located within the observationally-permitted region. The second is Tachyon inflation; the figure shows that the quadratic potential (red triangle) is well within the permitted region, while the quartic potential is marginal with only the large e-foldings case N * = 60 lying within the 95% confidence region.
The polynomial potential in NCI-X 2 models and Tachyon inflation model can be considered as reshaped by the non-canonical term, and these reshaped potentials can correspond to standard inflation models. In X 2 models the quadratic potential is reshaped to m ∈ (2/3, 1) and the quartic potential to m ∈ (1, 4/3). In Tachyon models, the quadratic potential is reshaped to m = 1 and the quartic potential to m = 4/3. This reshaping in Tachyon models can be found in the following section. One may infer from the figure that if the inflaton rolls in a polynomial potential V ∝ φ m /m with higher m, the higher-order kinetic term X n in NCI models may be supported by current observational datasets such as Planck and BAO. These models can potentially give significant non-gaussianity while satisfying power spectrum constraints, since large nongaussianity occurs via a small sound speed c s , which the NCI-X n models can provide with c 2 s = 1/(2n − 1).
Implementation Methods for Particular Cases
For some particular models, there may be more direct treatments. For example for Tachyon models, we can take advantage of a field redefinition, along with the assumption 1 which in turn implies that c s → 1. This method leads the same prediction as those obtained in Section 4, as we show next. For DBI inflation with a quadratic potential, the methods in Section 4 require a lot of effort in order to obtain the observables, but initially applying a slow-roll assumption gives results for the model predictions. The following methods can be considered as an implementation of the systematic approach in Section 3.
Field redefinition in Tachyon models
A more direct approach to the observables is possible for Tachyon models, as a combination of the slow-roll approximation and a field redefinition allows the theory to be approximated by a canonical Lagrangian. Starting from
and making the slow-roll assumption λ s X 1, we can approximate it by a different noncanonical model with Lagrangian
This can be transformed to a canonical action if we can find a new field ϕ, with corresponding kinetic energyX = 1 2 ∂ µ ϕ∂ µ ϕ, such thatX = V λ s X. This can be done in principle for any well-defined potential, though not always analytically. Again focussing on the monomial potential V (φ) = Aφ m , the required transformation is
so that we have V (ϕ) as,
By completing the above transformation, then the original Lagrangian (5.1) can be rewritten within this approximation as
where the normalisation coefficient becamẽ
The usual results for canonical inflation with V (ϕ) ∝ ϕ α then apply, giving a spectral index and tensor-scalar ratio of [1] 
These match the results we found in Section 4.1. We therefore conclude that, provided our slow-roll assumption holds, a power-law potential in a Tachyon model behaves as if it were a canonical model but with a different power which is smaller (and indeed never bigger than 2). For example, the quadratic potential m = 2 rescales to a linear potential V (ϕ) = 2 A/λ s ϕ, while the quartic potential m = 4 rescales to
The upper limit for the rescaled potential is the quadratic type V (ϕ) =Âϕ 2 , which in canonical inflation is well explored and permitted by present data including that from the Planck satellite [2] . Consequently, as long as the slow-roll assumption made at the start is valid, we expect this potential to match the observational data for any value of the power-law, unlike in the canonical case.
These results explain the degeneracy between the potential normalization and λ s found numerically in Ref. [25] , and also confirmed in some numerical analysis we have undertaken ourselves that we display later. As the spectral index and tensor-scalar ratio match observations, the only parameter tightly constrained by observations is the potential normalization in the ϕ representation. Hence we predict a perfect degeneracy A ∝ λ s in the quadratic case and A ∝ λ 2 s in the quartic case. We can also now check the validity of the slow-roll assumption made to obtain these solutions. Within the canonical frame, it is well known that the slow-roll approximatioñ X V (ϕ) is valid. Hence V λ s X V , and hence λ s X 1 as required for our original approximation in the Lagrangian. This shows the self-consistency of the slow-roll approximation we have deployed. Nevertheless, it remains possible that there are other observationally-valid solutions that do not obey the slow-roll condition; investigation of this would require a numerical analysis.
DBI inflation with a quadratic potential
We now carry out a similar procedure for DBI inflation with a quadratic potential. According to Eq. We note that y > 1 since α > 0 always holds, so we can immediately obtain the parameters δ and as We wish to find the relation between the field ϕ and the e-folds N via the relation
According to Eq. (5.13) we can derive the relation for dy and dϕ as, 19) and its solution is,
For the quadratic potential V ∝ φ 2 we will recover a relation for ϕ −2 = φ 2 = 4N = 2mN when y 1 according to the above equation. This is the slow-roll prediction for the quadratic potential in canonical inflation, where the sound speed is exactly c 2 s = 1, and hence applies if DBI inflation with a quadratic potential is approximated by canonical inflation.
Equation (5.20) is the general relation between the scalar field ϕ (or φ) and N . Note that y can be either of order 1 or much greater, according to the calculation in Appendix B, even when we impose the constraint c 2 s ∼ O(1). We can write the Eq. (5.20) in terms of the Lambert W function as follows:
where x = 16N /α. Therefore we can write the δ and according to Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15) 
Since this quantity (ratio) is monotonically increasing to 4 with α, it will never contribute a term like 1/N , so we can regard this ratio β as a 'pseudo-constant'. Therefore according to Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24) we represent the parameter θ as where the second relation is approximated by setting ∼ 1/N for later convenience in discussion. The parameters θ and α, due to the relation in Eq. (5.27), will be treated interchangeably when we discuss the parameter constraints in a later section.
We will use these relations to generalise our conclusions below. So far we have completed the slow-roll calculation for DBI inflation with a quadratic potential. Now we need to evaluate the power spectrum P ζ and its spectral index. According to Eq. (2.6) and the variables which have been derived in Eqs. (5.11), (5.13), (5.22), (5.23) and (5.27), the power spectrum P ζ is written as, 28) where N * is the e-folds number at the end of the DBI inflation. According to Eq. (5.27), the power spectrum P ζ in Eq. (5.28) provided from the quadratic potential in DBI inflation can also be rewritten in terms of together with model parameters,
We can see that the slow-roll prediction for the power spectrum has terms due to the scalar potential denoted by its scale A, and the warp geometry denoted by the strength λ s . This is a new output from our slow-roll calculation, in comparison to the conventional approach where the first term appears only. Since in that case the model has been always studied at c s ∼ 1 initially, the DBI action is reduced to the canonical type, which no doubt will only present a limited prediction that is the first term in our generalised equation in Eq. (5.29). According to Eqs. (2.7) and (5.28), we obtain the spectral index as
The spectral index here is exactly derived from Eq. (5.28). There is no significant contribution from the derivatives of the sound speed, since c s ∼ 1 or from Eq. (5.18) which tells us that the third parameter s is much less than . We only need to work out the second parameter η via the result for , so that,
Then by means of Eq. (2.7), we have the result for the spectral index,
However, this formula does not give a clear understanding of the spectral index, unlike the one in Eq. (5.30). However, we can check that the relations for the spectral index will have the same asymptotic behaviour (at c s ∼ 1)
where one can derive the as Finally, in terms of (N, x; W (e 1+x )), we present both the spectral index n s and the tensorto-scalar ratio r as, 38) where x = 16N/α, and the sound speed can be obtained from c 2
. Since x > 0 and W > 1, the spectral index is always red tilted. We can see that the prediction for both n s and r are model parameter dependent, in view of α = M 2 λ s /2. DBI inflation, however, does not provide a simple form for the spectral index n s and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r as in previous models, where these quantities can be expressed as a function of the variable set (n, m, N ). This model has another variable α which can play an important role in determining the value of n s and r.
These results, for the power spectrum in Eq. (5.29) and spectral index in Eq. (5.37), are derived in the non-relativistic limit c s ∼ 1. Meanwhile, we can evaluate the following relation 23 24
which appeared in Eq. (5.32). Therefore we will have a leading contribution for the spectral index n s − 1 = O( ) when the DBI inflaton field moves with c s ∼ 1. Figure 2 shows the predictions against data. We see that for any available model parameter α DBI inflation has difficulties in providing the required observables, as the results lie above the m = 2 canonical model which is coming under observational pressure, particularly with N * = 50. But for larger pivot e-folds, for example N * = 60, the DBI model with this quadratic potential has the possibility to match observations. Note incidentally that our Table 1 . Predictions for the observables in DBI inflation with a quadratic potential, in each limit for θ. At other values of θ, the outcome is determined by both the scalar potential and the warp geometry (see Eq. (5.28) predictions meet those of natural inflation (the purple shaded region), which approach the canonical quadratic case from below.
Our result is different from the result that n s − 1 = O( 2 ) in Ref. [33] . The difference between these results is that ours is in the c s → 1 limit, while theirs applies in the warp-factor dominated regime of c s → 0, a limit in which we are able to reproduce their result. To show this we start with the the Hubble parameter H 2 and the sound speed c 2 s given by Therefore, according to Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) we have
Using the relation in Eq. (5.41), we can simplify them to be
since , η = − / = y /y are of the same order. As this regime predicts that n s − 1 is very close to one, it is under strong pressure from observations. To summarise our results in the slow-roll approximation, we obtained formulae for the power spectrum P ζ in Eq. (5.28) or (5.29) and its spectral index n s in Eq. (5.30). We present all the relations in each limit in Table 1 .
Finally, it is worth mentioning that we can also make predictions for the case where the sound speed c 2 s 1 in the same manner that we have just applied. We can obtain the solution in this relativistic case, but the relation = (N ) is not obviously applicable from the e-folds 2/(y 2 − 1) ∝ W (N ) which, according to Eq. (B.20), can be obtained from Eq. (5.16). These models are subject to the non-gaussianity constraint that the sound speed be greater than about 0.07 [40] .
Model Parameter Estimation
We now discuss parameter estimation for the models investigated in the previous sections. Throughout this paper, the potential considered possesses only one free parameter. Since the amplitude of the scalar power spectrum is accurately determined to be about 2.5 × 10 −9 from observational data, we can now estimate the model parameters for each case, for example taking the pivot e-folds to be N * = 50.
Sum-separable models
We take the expression of the scalar power spectrum from Eq. (3.26) and apply a (base 10) logarithm, giving
Note that the model parameter A denotes the amplitude appearing in the potential V (φ) = Aφ m = λ p φ m /m after the coefficient of the kinetic term has been rescaled to unity. For example, for the quadratic potential A = M 2 /2 where M 2 is the mass of field, while for the quartic potential A = λ/4.
As an application of this formula, we consider the canonical inflation cases where n = 1 and m = 2, 4. Then we will obtain an estimate for the mass scale for the quadratic and quartic potential respectively. Then
For non-canonical inflation models, a similar analysis can be performed.
Tachyon models
For the Tachyon model, we consider the results in Section 4.1. From Eq. (4.9) we find the relation between A and λ s to be
The equation for C ∼ 0 above is approximate due to the condition 1/3 < c s < 1, and particularly c s ∼ 1 if 1. Therefore, for the quadratic potential A = M 2 /2 , m = 2 , µ = 1, we can evaluate the parameters as, log λ s = log M 2 2 + 19 + 2 log 2 log M 2 + 19.3 . We have carried out a Monte Carlo Markov chain fit to the data through an extension of our analysis in Ref. [18] and found results which are in agreement, shown in Figure 3 . Similar results can be found in Ref. [25] . . MCMC constraints on model parameters for the quadratic (left) and quartic (right) tachyon cases. The exact degeneracy between the potential normalisation and the tachyon parameter predicted by our analytic analysis is clearly seen.
DBI models 6.3.1 Quadratic potential
We only study the parameter estimation for the case of c 2 s ∼ 1, as in Section 5.2, as otherwise that it is hard to find the required function = (N ). For this reason, for the quadratic potential we present the results in the non-relativistic case only.
According to the results in Section 5.2, though the formulae for the power spectrum are complicated, we can still approximate the value for α which encodes the scale of the potential (A) and the strength of the warped geometry (λ s ). According to Eq. (5.28), the combined contribution from these indicates that
Taking the logarithm of this relation (6.7) at the pivot scale N * = 50 we have the linear equation
The relation in Eq. (6.7) gives us two possibilities for the locations or choices for the model parameters A , λ s at some critical value such as α ∼ 8N * . We will see according to Eq. (6.8) and Eq. (4.22) that larger α implies a strong contribution from the scalar field potential. In the other case, α smaller than the critical 8N * , inflation will be dominated by the warped geometry.
Recalling Table 1 , we already have the relation between θ and e-folds N . Therefore we can approximate the model parameter range, as presented in Table 2. This table also indicates the value log m 2 +log λ s ∼ 3 (or similar) should be found in parameter space. Above this critical value DBI inflation will be dominated by the scalar field potential, while on the other side the warp geometry will dominate.
Scalar potential α 8N * < 2.9 Warp geometry Table 2 . Constraints on the model parameters in DBI inflation with quadratic potential. The model parameters, A and λ s , are correlated along the line l := log M 2 + log λ s . The parameter α = Aλ s = M 2 λ s /2, where M 2 is the mass scale of the scalar potential and λ s the strength of the warp factor.
Quartic potential
The power spectrum was obtained in Section 4.2.2. Following the discussion there, we can approximate the prediction for model parameters at the N * = 50. We note that in this case, although we can still constrain model parameters by requiring the correct amplitude of density perturbations at the pivot scale, the models typically do not lie in the within the 95% confidence region of the n s -r plane.
Non-relativistic case According to Eq. (4.37) in the non-relativistic limit where c s ∼ 1 log λ s − log(1 + α) 13.1 , (6.9)
for the parameter correlation. We can estimate the bound for each parameter with different α. If α 1 then we can expect the low bound value for the strength λ s for warp factor, log λ s 13.2 , (6.10)
while in the limit α 1, we will have the upper bound for strength λ of the scalar potential, log λ < −13.1 + log 4 −12.5 . (6.11) This is the observational value for canonical inflation with a quartic potential. We can evaluate this equation at some values of c s . For example, for c s ∼ 0.01, which is of the same order as , we will have log λ s + log λ ∼ 4.2.
Relativistic case
All these parameter estimation cases have also been examined using MCMC methods, and the results from our CosmoMC [44] exploration are presented in our companion paper II.
Conclusions
In this paper we have developed and applied a systematic method for deriving observational predictions in non-canonical single-field inflation models, using the slow-roll approximation encoded as a differential equation for u = 1/ rather than as a set of slow-roll parameters. We have given explicit calculations for several such models, including the Tachyon and DBI cases, deriving observables such as the power spectrum P ζ and its spectral index n s in terms of e-folds N . For some models we also present the results in terms of slow-varying parameters rather than N , when we are unable to explicitly solve the transcendental equation for and c s , for example in DBI inflation with quartic potential. The use of field redefinition is another key methodology in this paper. It can simplify the process of finding the solution for u, and in terms of the redefined scalar field the reshaped potential can reveal the degeneracy of model parameters which includes both the strength of the kinetic energy and the strength of the potential energy. By this method, in Tachyon models we have obtained an explicit correlation of f and λ which has previously been found only via numerical calculation. For the DBI inflation models, we have also obtained for the first time a similar formula describing the correlations between its two model parameters, though they are not as explicit as the relation in the Tachyon model.
While this method cannot give a full exact solution, as obtained either via non-slowroll approaches or by numerical exploration, it can nevertheless offer some advantages for modelling inflationary cosmology. For one thing it may suggest to reconstruct the Lagrangian which will potentially give an explicitly solvable relation for c 2 s = c 2 s (u). For another, it can provide a quick parameter estimation since the power spectrum, which is accurately determined from the observational data, is also formulated via slow-varying parameters. In other words, given the Lagrangian or potential, by finding the p ,Xϕ and then the variable u, we can solve the power spectrum by Eq. (2.6) which constrains the model parameters for the considered model. For some classes of inflation model, this process will be quite straightforward, such as the sum-separable class where p ,Xϕ = 0 and the product-separable class where p ,Xϕ ϕ /p ,X = −2/u.
For DBI inflation models with different potentials, we adopted different approaches due to their individual complexities. The DBI inflation with a quadratic potential, if not immediately using limiting cases of c s , is the least tractable model in the current paper. However we still found predictions for this case, though we have only presented in detail the non-relativistic predictions for this potential. Additionally, in the relativistic case we have obtained predictions matching those derived in the conventional manner using the field speed limit c s = 0 [33] . Due to the irreversible relation for = (N ) from the e-folds integration 2/(y 2 − 1) = W (N ) we have not presented the details, but they can readily be computed if one is interested in the application of the method. The case of DBI inflation with a quartic potential is examined in both the non-relativistic and relativistic cases. For both models, not only do we recover the same results as conventional treatments, but our analysis gives a novel formula for the power spectrum, Eq. (5.29).
The proposed approach is not only able to address monomial potentials, but can also be applied to models with other potentials. For future applications, reconstruction of the inflation model will be an important direction. For the models we have described in this paper, we hope the method will be useful in that more general context.
A benefit of considering non-canonical Lagrangians is that model predictions can be in better agreement with current data than the canonical case, where even the quadratic potential is starting to come under pressure. We have affirmed previous results [18] [19] [20] showing that the non-canonical X n models give predictions that, for a given potential, are in better agreement with data. In this article we have extended that conclusion to the Tachyon models, most explicitly via the field redefinition approach which shows that under slow-roll they are equivalent to canonical models with reshaped potentials of shallower slope, as favoured by the data. For DBI models the situation is less promising; with a quadratic potential the predictions in the non-relativistic limit, seen in Fig. 2 , are further from scaleinvariance than the canonical case, while in the relativistic limit the cancellation of the leading-order slow-roll correction noted in Ref. [33] places the model too close to scaleinvariance. In the quartic case the situation is even less promising. We conclude therefore that DBI models with simple potentials are in significant tension with current data.
A Validity of the Slow-roll Approximation for DBI inflation
Here we present further support for our calculations, notably the slow-roll approximation made in this paper, for DBI models with different scalar potentials V (ϕ). For consistency with the main body of this paper, we will only discuss the redefined scalar potential ϕ that puts the Lagrangian into the form of Eq. (3.31), rather than the original φ.
A.1 Preliminaries
We carry out the proofs based on the modified equation of motion for DBI scalar field ϕ in Eqs. 
we assumed that the first termφ/c 2 s is negligible compared to the other terms, specifically the second term 3Hφ. We start our proof with the following equations,
where the potentialṼ = Aϕ 4−m and warp geometry W = 1/ϕ 4 are taken to satisfy the simplified equations above.
A.2 Evaluation of the validity of the slow-roll approximation
We define a quantity E as
We aim to find a relation between E and a limited number, optimally one, of the small parameters such as defined above in Eq. (A.9), since it can be constrained to ∈ (0, 1) by observational data, and to prove whether the slow-roll approximation is sufficiently good for DBI inflation by evaluating whether E/ is sufficiently small. We need to work out some auxiliary parameters according to Eqs. (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) as follows: 
According to Eq. (A.9) we can denote δ as, 14) and further by replacing parameter s in terms ofη via Eq. (A.11) we can reach the formula forη in terms of , c 2 s and P,η
Note N is different from the e-folds number N . Recalling the definition of E we can relate it to the above equation,η Thanks to this we can simplify our prediction for E to E = 3
Instead of Λ and M/N we introduce ∆ = PΛ as well as Γ = M/N. We can obtain the new quantities as
and so we can write Eq. (A.19) in a new form,
It is still not easy to interpret E, so we need to simplify this equation. We introduce a useful new transformation defined by
and then we write the Γ, ∆ as,
We now introduce two functions, To conclude, we only require m > 1/20 for the model to satisfy the slow-roll approximation for DBI inflation. For m > 4 we can conclude that the steeper the potential, the more secure the slow-roll approximation.
A.3 Validity for particular scalar potentials
Since we are interested in a few simple models, such as the quadratic potential with m = 2 and the quartic potential where m = 4, we will discuss the validity for these cases.
A.3.1 Quadratic potential
For the quadratic potential we can write down the range for F and G as 
A.3.2 Quartic potential
The quartic potential has m = 4, leading to the results 
A.4 Summary
In our consideration of DBI inflation (2.4) with polynomial potential form V (ϕ) = Aϕ 4−m , corresponding to V (φ) = Aφ m , both Eq. (A.51) and Eq. (A.54) show that the slow-roll approximation is valid for obtaining results. Also, through the analysis, we have not assumed anything about the sound speed c s ; this suggests that even in the limit of c s 1, the slow-roll approximation retains its validity in calculating observables such as the power spectrum and its spectral index.
B
s/2δ for DBI inflation with a Quadratic Potential
In this subsection, we present slow-roll calculations for observables in DBI inflation with the quadratic potential. We start from the slow-roll assumptions 
